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Abstract

We report on the fabrication of a 5.2% efficiency Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) solar cell made by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) featuring an ultra-thin absorber layer (less than 450 nm). Solutions to the issues of reproducibility and micro-particle ejection often encountered with PLD are proposed. At the optimal laser fluence, amorphous CZTS precursors with optimal stoichiometry for solar cells are deposited from a single target. Such precursors do not result in detectable segregation of secondary phases after the subsequent annealing step. In the analysis of the solar cell device, we focus on the effects of the finite thickness of the absorber layer. Depletion region width, carrier diffusion length, and optical losses due to incomplete light absorption and back contact reflection are quantified. We conclude that material- and junction quality is comparable to that of thicker state-of-the-art CZTS devices, even though the efficiency is lower due to optical losses.
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1. Introduction

Considerable research effort is presently devoted to alternative earth-abundant and non-toxic materials for photovoltaic applications. In this context, the p-type chalcogenide semiconductor Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) has become very popular due to its direct bandgap at 1.5 eV, high absorption coefficient > 10$^4$ cm$^{-1}$ and its rapid technological development in the last decade [1, 2]. Still, the current record efficiency of 12.6% for CZTSSe [3] and of 9.1% for pure-sulfide CZTS [4] is far below the 21.7% efficiency demonstrated by the very similar CIGS technology [5], from which they borrow most of the device architecture. Regarding the pure sulfide CZTS, different vacuum deposition techniques have been successfully employed, such as co-sputtering [4, 6–8] and co-evaporation [9–12]. The most successful strategies to date consist of a two stage process, where precursors are prepared at a substrate temperature below 300°C, followed by a high temperature annealing (>500°C) done separately at much higher pressures. Among vacuum techniques, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was firstly studied in 2007-08 by Moriya et al. [13, 14], who demonstrated a power conversion efficiency up to 1.74% with a two stage approach consisting of room temperature deposition of the precursors followed by high temperature annealing in a mixture of N$_2$ and H$_2$. With a similar approach, but using a quaternary oxide target, a power conversion efficiency of 4.94% was claimed very recently by Jin et al. [15].

Pulsed laser deposition is a non-equilibrium technique that enables the fabrication of high quality thin films with complex stoichiometry, particularly oxides, nitrides, and amorphous materials [16–18]. Briefly, a pulsed UV laser beam is focused onto a solid target and laser ablation occurs, which result in highly non-thermal removal of the target material. The ablated material, which is an expanding plasma cloud, is finally collected onto a substrate placed a few cm away. The fact that the energy source is outside of the vacuum chamber and decoupled from the deposition process enables one to investigate many experimental parameters (background gas pressure, substrate temperature, ablation energy density) over a wider physical range than with other vacuum techniques. Since the laser heating and subsequent plasma formation are confined in a very small region of the target, there is no risk of contaminating the growing film with materials coming from components of the chamber other than the target itself. The kinetic energy of the atoms and ions in the deposition flux is related to the laser fluence and is usually of few eV. Particularly relevant to this work, PLD has proven to be a very successful technique in the growth of high quality films of amorphous structure [18, 19]. This ability comes from a few combined features: the possibility to keep the substrate at room temperature with relative ease, the sticking coefficient close to unity for all incoming species, and both compactness and flatness of deposited films due to the highly energetic instantaneous material flux [16, 19]. However, reproducibility is often reported to be an issue, mostly because it is difficult...
to keep the laser ablation parameters within the desired range throughout the whole deposition process, especially in the case of strong coating on the laser viewport [20]. Droplet production and target deterioration are also issues in PLD [16]. Such problems have already been recognized as hurdles to production of high-efficiency solar cells by PLD [21].

However, in this work we demonstrate that it is possible to circumvent most of the above problems and obtain a CZTS solar cell efficiency above 5%. Interestingly, this result is achieved with an "ultra-thin" absorber layer, with thickness below 450 nm.

2. Experimental Details

A 10 × 10 cm² soda lime glass (SLG) substrate was sequentially cleaned in acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath (5 min each), rinsed in deionized water, and dried with nitrogen. A Mo bilayer was deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at 10 W/cm² power density. The first layer was 200 nm thick and deposited at a working pressure of 1.3 × 10⁻² mbar for good adhesion to the substrate. The second layer was 300 nm thick and deposited at a working pressure of 3.9 × 10⁻³ mbar to achieve a lower sheet resistance. The sheet resistance of the Mo bilayer was 0.7 Ω/sq ±50% depending on position on the SLG substrate. The Mo-coated glass was cut into 1.5 × 3 cm² substrates, which were cleaned in the same way as above prior to pulsed laser deposition of CZTS precursors. Precursors were deposited with our PLD equipment, depicted schematically in Fig. 1, under high vacuum with p < 5 × 10⁻⁶ mbar. The KrF excimer laser beam (248 nm wavelength, 20 ns pulse-width, 15 Hz pulse repetition rate) was focused onto a sintered target with overall laser beam (248 nm wavelength, 20 ns pulse-width, 15 Hz pulse repetition rate) was focused onto a sintered target with overall acceptably lower lifetime even though the active area (1.5 mm²) was formed after 5 min light soaking under standard AM 1.5 solar illumination. The J-V measurements were performed after 5 min light soaking under standard AM 1.5 solar spectrum (100 mW/cm²) using a solar simulator from PV Measurement calibrated with a standard Si reference and a Keithley 2400 source meter. The measurements were conducted at AM 1.5 conditions (100 mW/cm²) using a solar simulator from PV Measurement with a standard Si reference and a Keithley 2400 source meter. The measurements were conducted at AM 1.5 conditions (100 mW/cm²) using a solar simulator from PV Measurement with a standard Si reference and a Keithley 2400 source meter. The measurements were conducted at AM 1.5 conditions (100 mW/cm²) using a solar simulator from PV Measurement with a standard Si reference and a Keithley 2400 source meter.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. CZTS precursors preparation

In this study we aimed for amorphous precursors by keeping the substrate at room temperature during deposition. Under such conditions, stoichiometry and morphology of the films are primarily related to the laser beam-target interaction, which is very complex here due to the multi-phase structure of the target, as shown in Fig. 3. Since a single crystal target is not commercially available, the target used in this work is made from sintered powders (2CuS:ZnS:SnS). The different phases extend over many hundreds of μm and have very different physical properties in terms of energy absorption, decomposition mechanisms and volatility in vacuum, as summarized in Table 1.

As a matter of fact, the Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn ratios in the precursors are of paramount importance to achieve good quality devices [27]. Therefore, we start our discussion with the stoichiometry of films deposited in the laser fluence range from 0.2 to 1.2 J/cm², as shown in Fig. 4. Noteworthy, the copper content in the as-deposited films is found to be strongly related to the laser fluence, while the Zn/Sn ratio is always close to the target stoichiometry. First, a threshold fluence for copper transfer is clearly visible at 0.2 J/cm². In the "low fluence" range from 0.2 to 0.8 J/cm², the Cu content steadily increases from 0% to its stoichiometric value, same as the target. In the "high fluence" range above 0.6 J/cm² the films become Cu-rich and the Cu content saturates above its stoichiometric value. The sulfur content is not shown here, but a behaviour opposite to copper is seen, i.e., it steadily decreases from low to high laser fluences. Changes in films composition are also followed by changes in films morphology. SEM images of three films deposited with different laser fluences are shown in Fig. 5. The as-deposited films are amorphous and, in particular, (b) and (c) are studded with micron-sized droplets which are primarily a mixture of copper and sulfur [28]. From Figures 4 and 5 it is clear that, by increasing the laser fluence, both the copper content in the films and the amount of Cu-S droplets are increasing.

While laser ablation is not an evaporation process at thermodynamic equilibrium, still, a qualitative understanding of the fluence dependence of composition and morphology of the deposited films can be proposed on the account of thermodynam-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Phase</th>
<th>Specific heat $C_p$ J/(K*mol)</th>
<th>Melting point °C</th>
<th>Heat of Fusion J/mol</th>
<th>Heat of vaporization J/mol</th>
<th>Vapor products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CuS</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>220*</td>
<td>s.s.r 1</td>
<td>S$_2$(g)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$_{1.75}$S</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>507*</td>
<td>s.s.r 2</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$_2$S</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>1129</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SnS</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>SnS$_{(g)}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>ZnS$_{(g)}$, Zn, S$_2$(g)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Physical properties of the most relevant solid state phases in the sintered target. Other binary and ternary chalcogenide phases are not excluded, but no metallic phases were found. Subscripts (s)/g indicate solid/gas. Melting temperatures marked with * relate to the solid state reaction (s.s.r) mentioned in the text. Heat of vaporization is only given for compounds that can be fully evaporated, either congruently or via dissociation product. The "N.A." (not available) label means that no data could be found in the literature. Data from [23–25].
hand, Cu-containing phases only release $S_2$ gas when heated above the melting point, see Equations 1, 2. Only when Cu$_2$S is formed it can then release gaseous Cu after dissociation. Hence the minimum temperature for Cu evaporation is above the melting point of Cu$_2$S, at 1129°C, and the process requires more energy than SnS and ZnS sublimation. Furthermore, the specific heat of ZnS and SnS phases is lower than those of Cu-S phases, meaning that the laser energy can be more effective in raising the local temperature of the volatile phases. Cu$_2$S formation from CuS and Cu$_{1.75}$S is a relatively energy-intensive process, which occurs through two sequential solid state reactions [24]:

$$\text{CuS} \rightarrow \text{Cu}_{1.75}S(s) + S_{2(g)}$$

(1)

$$\text{Cu}_{1.75}S(s) \rightarrow \text{Cu}_2S(s) + S_{2(g)}$$

(2)

The enthalpies of formation of the reactions in Equations 1 and 2 are 178 ±4 kJ/mol and 268 ±7 kJ/mol, respectively [24].

We can speculate that at very low fluence, below 0.2 J/cm$^2$, all the energy is readily absorbed by the volatile phases ZnS and SnS, which very quickly dissociate and create the plasma, while the energy density on the target never reaches the critical value needed for Cu$_2$S formation. No peaks above the noise level are detected in that spectral region. Raman spectroscopy was also performed on the bottom surface of CZTS after lift-off from the Mo substrate. No peaks related to secondary phases were found there either. The inset graph shows the spectral range where the main Raman peak of Cu$_2$S is expected, as indicated below the spectra. No peaks above the noise level are detected in that spectral region.
evaporation of volatile species ZnS and SnS from the target, while the ablated particles are emitted preferentially toward the substrate.

For the preparation of the solar cell absorbers we utilized precursors made at the laser fluence of 0.6 J/cm², which corresponds to Fig. 5(b). The overall composition at this fluence, estimated by EDX, is Cu-poor Cu/(Zn + Sn) \( \sim 0.85 \), as prescribed for high efficiency CZTS devices [27]. The Zn/Sn ratio is \( \sim 1 \) and the S/(Cu+Zn+Sn) ratio is between 0.9 and 1. We note that the precursors in Fig. 5(b) contain Cu-S droplets. We have verified that these droplets can be removed via KCN etching, but pinholes and voids are left in the precursors, which is not desirable for making solar cells. However, removal of droplets does not seem to be necessary. In fact, after the annealing process, no localized Cu excess is detected by EDX (not shown), no traces of secondary phases are visually evident by SEM (Fig. 5(d)), and no Cu_2S_xS_y is detected by Raman spectroscopy (inset of Fig. 6). This indicates that the Cu atoms diffuse effectively in the film during annealing.

While the XRD pattern of CZTS precursors only exhibits a very broad hump around the (112) reflection (Fig. 7), the XRD pattern after annealing consists of several narrow peaks, which indicates formation of large crystals grains upon annealing in accordance with the SEM images in Fig. 5. All XRD peaks can be attributed to kesterite CZTS or related zincblende phases ZnS or Cu_2SnS_3 (Fig. 7). The 16 Raman peaks identified in the same sample are a signature of kesterite CZTS (Fig. 6). Raman spectroscopy was also performed on the bottom surface of CZTS after lift-off from the Mo substrate. No peaks related to secondary phases were found there either.

3.2. Solar cell characterization

3.2.1. Morphology and thickness

In Fig. 8 a SEM cross section of our champion device with 5.2% active area efficiency is shown. The morphology is compact and most grains extend from bottom to top. No obvious segregation of smaller grains and secondary phases exists at the interfaces, and no voids are visible, in contrast to what is often observed even in state-of-the-art devices [9, 31]. We emphasize that these features are common to all our annealed films, regardless of the specific point where the image is taken. Since all Raman and XRD peaks are attributable to CZTS (Figs. 6, 7), the volume fraction of any secondary phase is below the detection limit of those techniques. We speculate that the absence of voids and secondary phases in the annealed films may be a consequence of the compact and amorphous structure of the precursors obtained by PLD. This hypothesis is based on the outcome of previous studies [32, 33], which indicate that formation of large CZTS crystals occurs more rapidly from amorphous precursors than from already crystallized precursors. Interestingly, sputtered CZTS precursors often show a more crystalline structure compared to our PLD precursors [31, 34]. This is probably due to a negligible heat transfer from the impinging species to the growing film in the case of PLD [16] and may explain why sputtered CZTS often contains a detectable fraction of secondary phases after annealing [31, 35].

We suppose that the formation of a relatively thick MoS_2 layer in our solar cell is related to the closed annealing system used to sulfurize CZTS precursors. There, the gaseous sulfur supply provided by sulfur powder can remain in the annealing atmosphere for a longer time than in a conventional two-zone furnace based on a sulfur flow. Thus, a larger fraction of the Mo film is sulfurized. The SEM image in Fig. 8 was taken about 2-3 mm from the solar cell area and, with a conservative estimate on the expected thickness gradient, the CZTS layer in the solar cell does not exceed a thickness of 450 nm, which is among the lowest values reported for high efficiency CZTS devices [15, 31]. Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain a higher efficiency by just increasing the CZTS thickness. This is because attempts to produce large-grained CZTS films thicker than about 600 nm failed due to delamination of CZTS from MoS_2 upon annealing. The origin of this phenomenon is currently being investigated.

Chalcogenide absorbers below 700 nm thickness are some-
times referred to as "ultra-thin" in the literature [36, 37]. In general, if the material properties of the absorber were independent of thickness, one would expect only the short circuit current to be reduced in an ultra-thin absorber, due to 1) incomplete light absorption, and 2) lower collection efficiency, as more minority carriers are generated near the back contact where they can recombine. However, keeping a high material quality in ultra-thin absorbers has been proven to be very challenging for CdTe [36], CIGS [38] and CZTS [31]. Even though back contact recombination can be successfully reduced by introduction of a back surface passivation layer [38], device efficiencies at thicknesses below 500 nm are still consistently lower than expected from short circuit current losses alone [36]. In fact, in all the above studies there was a noticeable decrease in both the open circuit voltage and the fill factor. A common observation was that the morphology of ultra-thin absorbers was inferior to that of thicker films grown under the same conditions, mainly in terms of reduced grain size and increased density of shunt paths. While it is difficult to evaluate the effect of the former on device efficiency, the latter is documented by a decrease of the shunt resistance with decreasing thickness [31, 36, 38]. The only systematic investigation of CZTS thickness effects on device efficiency was done for co-sputtered CZTS [31]. There, the effect was particularly strong: a 500 nm absorber achieved only 50% of the efficiency of a 2 µm absorber, compared to 80% for both CdTe and CIGS [36, 38]. This was attributed to the increasing role played by secondary phases (SnS, ZnS), both at the front and back interface of CZTS. In the following section these issues will be quantified in our own device.

3.2.2. Electrical and optical properties

The dark and illuminated (1 sun) J-V curves, steady state PL, and EQE (at zero and reverse bias) are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The CZTS band gap of 1.53 eV, indicated in Fig. 10, corresponds to the inflection point of the EQE curve. The PL spectrum has a peak at a lower energy (1.32 eV), similarly to previous investigations on CZTS devices [9, 39]. This is believed to be due to a high density of band-edge tail states that reduces the achievable open circuit voltage [26].

The dark circuit current $J_{sc} = 17.6$ mA/cm$^2$ derived from the illuminated J-V curve is in good agreement with the value of 17.4 mA/cm$^2$ obtained by integration of the EQE measured under white light bias. Despite the very thin absorber, this is a fairly high value for CZTS solar cells, which hints to a high collection efficiency, as will be discussed later. The shunt resistance $R_{sh}$ and the dark saturation current $J_0$ are also comparable to state-of-the-art CZTS devices with larger thickness and efficiency > 7% [4, 6, 7, 9]. The high shunt resistance is consistent with the absence of voids and shunting paths as revealed by SEM imaging (Fig. 8). On the other hand, the open circuit voltage $V_{oc} = 616$ mV is somewhat lower and the fill factor $FF = 47.9\%$ is much lower than in benchmark devices. The inflection point of the EQE$(\lambda)$ curve at 810 nm (1.53 eV) is indicated with a black dashed line. The inset shows the ratio $EQE_{1V}(\lambda)/EQE_{-1V}(\lambda)$. The PL spectrum at room temperature of the finished device (blue symbols) has a maximum at 1.32 eV (blue dashed line).
However, with our back contact structure (390 nm MoS$_2$ solar cells [4, 6, 7, 9]. The short circuit current is as low as 0.04 mA, the calculated contribution of back contact reflection to the 20 mA would still be relatively low (0.3 mA from absorption in the thick MoS$_2$). While the MoS$_2$ mismatch between the optical functions of the two materials. This dissimilarity, we investigated the ratio between the EQE at zero volt-}

device, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 10. Remarkably, the two curves never differ by more than 2% for photon energies above the MoS$_2$ band gap and the difference steadily reduces at shorter wavelengths. This resembles closely the measurement in [9], where the maximum difference in EQE at 0 V and -1 V was slightly more than 3% for a 600 nm-thick, 8.4%-efficient device. In [31], a deviation of more than 10% was observed even at a reverse bias of only -0.5 V, indicating dramatic problems with collection efficiency attributed by the authors to secondary phases at the interfaces. These results suggest that our device is relatively unaffected by collection losses, and that the diffusion length $L_D$ of minority carriers is larger than the quasi-neutral region $W_N$ of our absorber. We attribute the small increase in EQE at reverse bias to back surface recombination losses that are inevitable for a thin absorber in the absence of a back surface field.

A diffusion length greater than the quasi-neutral region, $L_D > W_N$, is also supported by the analysis of time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL), as illustrated in Fig. 12. The TR-PL signal does not follow a simple exponential decay and is best described by a rate equation which contains both a linear and a quadratic term in the excess carrier density $n$:

$$\frac{dn}{dt} = -An - Cn^2$$

(3)

Following [42], and substituting $A = 1/\tau$ for the linear term, which represents the minority-carrier lifetime in the low injection regime, the solution to Equation 3 is:

$$n(t) = \frac{n_0 \exp(-t/\tau)}{1 + n_0 C \tau [1 - \exp(-t/\tau)]}$$

(4)

By fitting the whole range of the PL decay according to this model, we obtain a value of about 15 ns for the carrier lifetime. We note that, if the same fitting method as [9] is applied, we obtain about 10 ns lifetime. While carrier lifetimes reported in the
literature cannot always be compared directly due to the different models used by different authors to fit the TR-PL data, we emphasize that this value is at the high end for CZTS absorbers [9].

To provide a lower bound value for the minority carrier diffusion length, we estimate the width of the depletion region by means of C-V scan measurements. In Fig. 13 we show the density of charged states at different depths into the CZTS absorber, which constitutes an upper limit to its real doping density. The plot has been derived from C-V scans by applying a standard model for a p-n junction, where all the measured capacitance due to ionized acceptors in the depletion region, which is assumed to extend exclusively in the p-type absorber. Due to the significant series resistance present in the device, we corrected the measured capacitance and conductance at each DC voltage bias based on an equivalent circuit with an AC resistance in series with the junction [43]. The value of the AC resistance was estimated as 8.1 Ω cm² from the characteristics of the capacitance density at high frequency in a separate capacitance-frequency (C-f) measurement. The resulting charged state density stabilizes at about 3x10¹⁶ cm⁻³ within the depletion region, which is interpreted as an upper limit for the true doping density of CZTS. Outside the depletion region, the charged state density seems to increase rapidly. We believe this to be a data analysis artifact due to the simplified model for the device response to the C-V measurement. Indeed, in thin-film materials trap states can be an additional source of capacitance beside the ionized shallow acceptors. [44]. Following [43], the width of the depletion region at zero bias W₀ is estimated to be 190 nm, similarly to that in Ref. [9]. However, this value is obtained under the strong assumptions that both the CdS and the i-ZnO layers are much more heavily doped than the CZTS absorber, which is questionable [45, 46].

In the case of a completely depleted 60 nm-thick CdS layer, the depletion region width in CZTS can be extracted by assuming the measured capacitance Cₑ to be due to two equivalent capacitors in series: one encompasses the full CdS buffer layer (Cₑ), and the other is due to the depletion region of the CZTS absorber (Cₐ), so that:

\[
\frac{1}{C_{\text{m}}} = \frac{1}{C_{\text{a}}} + \frac{1}{C_{\text{b}}}
\]

Here \( C_a = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \Sigma/W_\text{D} \) and \( C_b = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \Sigma/d \), where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, \( \varepsilon_a \) (\( \varepsilon_b \)) is the relative permittivity of the absorber (buffer) layer, \( \Sigma \) is the solar cell area, and \( d \) is the thickness of the buffer layer. Under these assumptions, the extracted CZTS depletion region width reduces to 150 nm, and further to 110 nm if both the CdS and the i-ZnO layers are assumed to be completely depleted. Hence, we estimate an interval from 110 to 190 nm for the depletion width in CZTS. From this we conclude that the minority carrier diffusion length must be at least 300 nm. Indeed, if the diffusion length is simply calculated using the measured lifetime of 15 ns and a CZTS electron mobility of 3 cm²/Vs [47], the result is 350 nm.

3.2.3. Performance limitations

The main deficit of our device with respect to state-of-the-art CZTS solar cells is the low fill factor of 47.9%, which is due to a high ideality factor and high series resistance. To investigate the possible origin of the latter, we studied the dependence of series resistance on device area. This was done on an adjacent solar cell on the same chip (with similar series resistance) by measuring its dark J-V characteristic after reducing its total area A by mechanical scribing. Four scribing-measurement iterations were performed. As shown in Fig. 14, the series resistance of the solar cell increases linearly with area. Hence, we conclude that the main contribution to the high series resistance must be the lateral spreading resistance of the ITO layer. By proper design of a top contact grid, this contribution can be minimized with a minimal loss in short circuit current due to shadowing. Therefore, we plotted in Fig. 9 also the simulated J-V curve under illumination with the same parameters of the fitted experimental J-V curve but a lower realistic series resistance of 1 Ω cm². As a result the fill factor improves up to a value of 58%, close to the values reported for state-of-the-art CZTS solar cells, which would lead to a device efficiency of 6.3% (Fig. 9).

The origin of the high ideality factor can only be speculated at the moment. However, it was observed in a study on ultrathin CdTe solar cells [48] that the ideality factor increased with decreasing absorber thickness, up to a value of 3.9 for a thickness of 500 nm. The authors attributed the fact to voltage-dependent collection in the thin solar cell. This explanation may apply to our device as well, since our estimated collection depth is not much larger than the thickness of the absorber. This implies that significant collection losses may occur under forward bias, where the depletion region shrinks.

The \( V_{\text{oc}} \) of our device is inferior to [9] by about 50 mV. Since our carrier lifetimes are relatively high, this discrepancy could be due to enhanced back surface recombination in the thin absorber, or alternatively to a voltage-dependent collection efficiency under forward bias as proposed above.

![Figure 13: Depth profile of the density of charged states in the CZTS absorber extracted from a capacitance-voltage measurement. Black filled symbols: uncorrected data assuming zero series resistance. Open red symbols: data corrected for an AC series resistance of 8.1 Ω cm². W₀ is the width of the depletion region at zero bias, assuming that the CdS and i-ZnO layers have much heavier doping than CZTS.](image-url)
Dependance of dark series resistance on device area, with a linear fit to the measured points. The area of the silver paste dot contact is 0.0115 cm². The area-independent dark series resistance is extrapolated as 2.1 Ω cm². This corresponds to the case where the lateral spreading resistance of the ITO layer is no longer the limiting factor for the series resistance.

4. Conclusion

We reported a pure-sulfide CZTS solar cell device with 5.2% active area efficiency using an ultra-thin absorber (< 450 nm) prepared by pulsed laser deposition. Careful control of the laser fluence allows deposition of high-quality amorphous CZTS precursors with the optimal stoichiometry for solar cells. Such precursors do not result in detectable segregation of secondary phases in the subsequent annealing step. We believe this is the main reason why the present device performs well compared to previously reported CZTS devices of similar thickness. Unfortunately, delamination of CZTS from its back contact has so far prevented us from improving the solar cell efficiency by increasing the CZTS layer thickness. Encouragingly, material- and junction quality in the ultra-thin absorber are comparable to those found in thicker state-of-the-art absorbers: grain size, carrier lifetimes, collection efficiency, shunt resistance, and dark saturation current are all similar to benchmark CZTS solar cells. There is an appreciable fill factor deficit compared to the benchmark cells, which however does not appear to be a thickness-related effect. Instead, it is mostly due to non-optimal contact geometry, which should not represent a severe development roadblock. The short circuit current in the ultra-thin device differs from that of full-thickness CZTS devices just by optical losses (< 2 mA/cm²) due to incomplete light absorption. Light trapping from a nano-structured back contact may prevent those losses and will be the subject of future work.
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